Portable staging solutions

DIVA
F&R

Accessories
The ultimate no-fuss staging solution,
the DIVA Fold & Roll is designed with
efficiency and simplicity front of mind.
The complete unit is wheeled along on
its easy glide castor wheels into position,
the wheels are locked and the stage
podium is lowered. The gas-struts make
lowering and raising the podium a
smooth process every time. Our unique
Australian design eliminates pinch points
and heavy lifting, and it can easily be
set up and taken down by one person.
Each podium may be used singularly,
or you can join multiple Fold & Roll units
together to create a variety of size and
shape configurations. Once the stage
is no longer required, the stage podium
units store upright slotted compactly
together making storage a breeze, even
when space is limited.
Customisations: Marine grade carpet is
the standard finish, or alternatively, you
can opt for a timber stain finish. Black is
the standard colour for stage valances
or ask about alternative colour options
to suit your branding. You can also add
your school or company logo as we
embroider to order.

Features and Specs

Safety Hand Rails

Safety Modular Steps

Safety Chair Border Rails

DIVA F&R
Standard Podium
Dimensions (mm)

2400 x 1200
Custom Podium Size available

Podium weight (kg)

55 (2400 x 1200)

If you need a stage that is

Design load (kg/m2)

765 evenly distributed

Materials

Aluminium
Timber plywood

store, the DIVA Fold & Roll is

Australian Made

√

Warranty

10 year

Standard Leg
Heights (mm)

300/ 400/ 600

Stage Podium

22mm Structural Radiata Ply with Timber Stain or 18mm Structural Radiata
Ply with 4mm Marine Grade Carpet

Storage Space

Multiple Stage Units slot simply into each other for compact storage

fast and easy to erect and
the proven solution.
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selectconcepts.com.au
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